Peter,

The age of the Robber Barons is over. Working people deserve decent wages!
Last month, hundreds of individuals collaborated with us by submitting their Koch digital billboard message. There were so many powerful and attention grabbing ideas that we needed your help in selecting a winner. Thousands voted, and now we have a billboard.

While you were voting, we were busy scouting the best location for the billboard. We found one! A digital billboard on the Koch commute between Charles Koch's home and Koch Industries.

We need your help. Will you contribute $10 for this effort? We need to receive your contribution by July 4th in order to make this billboard happen.

The Koch Brother's war on working people is still raging, but we need resources to continue telling these stories and elevating awareness to raising the wage with this billboard.
In February, Birmingham, Alabama raised their cities minimum wage from $7.25 to $10.10. Two days later, the state legislature fast-tracked a bill that bars cities and counties from raising the minimum wage. The same day the bill passed both houses, Alabama Governor Robert Bentley signed the bill into law, effectively killing Birmingham's progress. We found Governor Bentley's campaign finance disclosers, and guess what? He is Koch Industries funded.

Contribute $10 today to tell the Koch Brothers raising the minimum wage is the right thing to do.

Thank you for your support.
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Sources here.
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